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Woody the Horse
Theragem Crystal light therapy is used for
many conditions as most of you know. This
includes animals and for a change we’d like
to share the story of Woody, a 4 year old
male horse, escaped from a field by going
under a wire fence causing damage to the
super ligament
down his neck and
top of his back. He
was in a lot of pain
and his owner, as a
horse whisperer was
unable to ride him
costing her quite a bit on rent, riding, and
doctors fees.
To support the healing process with massages, ointments, steroids and multiple ultra
sounds, she called in on our UK Theragem
team for a series of Theragem Crystal light
therapy, Woody received in total four sessions over five weeks with Ayurvedic Sapphires - balancing frequency over his forehead, including flower of life in sterling silver.
At the same time over the place of injury

with Emerald gem cup - calming frequency.
This process put him in a calm state and his
agony eased to the point where the inflicted
area can be touched again.
Especially after the second session it became
clear that the owner was holding on to a
grudge towards the horse, due to costs and her
plans for expansion put on hold. Woody was
visibly upset and almost asked for forgiveness,
which when addressed,
resulted in a beautiful enlightening scene where
horse and owner reconciled. It was after this that
full recovery could start.
Since Theragem light therapy treatment the lump on
Woody’s back has gone
down. He is no longer traumatized, the lump is touchable without him flinching. They are so much
happier now riding can start again. For those
interested a case study is ready for review, just
send us an email request.

Theragem’s Star Pendant New!
As all of you who know Medica
Health, it is our pride and joy to
only offer bespoke high-quality
products with a non-invasive, harmonizing wellness effect on the
physical, emotional mental and
spiritual levels.
Introducing here, handcrafted
Theragem Star Pendants that contain living crystal elements, exotic
minerals and healing stones from
5 different continents. The stones
are hand blended to create natural scalar waves and earth energy,
which helps address weaknesses,
discomfort and lack of balance.
Grounding and harmonizing the

body against invisible electrical
fields, microwave radiation and
harmful frequencies as a fresh
daily Theragem session, this pendant will help you extend that
feeling of wow! Waterproof and
sealed with quantum technology,
what a gift for a joyful lifetime of
grounding and happiness!
Watch our special offer in your
email box or order now from
Medica’s Wellness shop via Paypal.
‘Having worn the pendant for a
few days I feel calmer and much
more relaxed, and sleeping better
day.’ SH– UK
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A Word from Catharina
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Summer has reached this part of the hemisphere,
half the year already has passed us by so quickly.
Soon we will be ready to launch a new product,
we cannot wait to share it with you in the next
edition!

August will offer us an opportunity of joining forces on the 21st August with a total sun eclipse over
If anything that has become clear to me on my
recent travels which have been unpredictable but the USA. It will be perfect opportunity to dedicate
vibrant, it seems we are getting feet on the ground loyalty and love, joining with hundreds of thouin the integrative healthcare. People are standing sands who are coming loyally together, to seal the
process of the heart raising the crystal tone of
up for their rights realizing and becoming more
aware of the pitfalls that keeps us locked in a sta- cooperation guided by the power of Spirit. If you
feel attracted, have a map ready focusing your
tus quo of perpetual medication. One thing that
Theragem with a Sapphire or Abundant Pathways
became very apparent is that whatever you have
gemcup over the US to strengthen this vibrational
been diagnosed with, to get yourself that second
awareness upwards. Enjoy your summer!
opinion. Doctors are good willing but it’s the

Catharina Jansma
CEO

Awareness Days:
July 2017
29 NSPCC Messathon
30 Gastroschisis Awareness
August 2017
19 World Humanitarian
Day
September 2017
1 Prostrate cancer
Childhood cancer
Blood cancer
Vascular disease
Urology awareness
10 World Suicide Prevention day
15 World Lymphoma
17 Eczema
18 Mitochondrial disease
21 World Alzheimer Day

Theragem’s Crystal News Bowl
Latest news Theragem Crystal Light Technology has
reached Vietnam! With
heartfelt thanks
to our respected therapists
who took the
long flight to be at the ICNM London, our
joining picture reached the Vietnamese
paper! Anybody reading Vietnamese let us
know, translation would be lovely.
Fast Track training All of you who would
love to do our trainings we have lined up
several in the UK, Germany and USA in
the latter part of the year. We are kicking

The Dementia Action Alliance with over 150
national organisations across England who connect, sharing best practice taking action on raising awareness on dementia. Everything they do
is in partnership, and informed by people living
with dementia, and those that care for them.
On Friday 16th June we were invited to a Dementia Hub where we explained the benefits of
the Theragem Treatment to Dementia patients
and their carers. We also offered training to all
staff and members who could possibly extend
that training to other areas of the community.
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labs reporting and even if the condition has improved to the eye, if the lab report concludes otherwise you will be cut in, unnecessarily! Medication or clarity & awareness, is no longer a question!
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of the season 8, 9 and 10 September with a
Fast Track Theragem training in Liverpool at
The Secret Warehouse! This vibrant location in the famous Docks teaches the law of
Attraction to young people in their own
companies, something to be discovered to
appreciate its value. In short a fabulous location for a three day training where you
will be taught the ingredients of Theragem
therapy in all its simplicity. Book here your
place or email us for more information.

Our highlight of the day was when one of the
caretakers shared her patients experience on a
Theragem session of last year as something that
they still remembered as the year passed(!): ‘It
was that bright
light that made
me feel good
and helped me
to remember me
as my old self.’

